
PLANET EARTH DAO
Proof-of-Vote-white-paper

Proof-of-personhood in the web 6.0 jurisdiction

SUPRA-VISION

Building the infrastructure for the NEW WORLD

W3ID → Planetary Citizenship legal person.

Nation states failed to protect our Human Rights.

Citizenship of Planet Earth gives us recognition of civil, political, and social rights.
Citizenship of Planet Earth gives us recognition of DIGITAL RIGHTS
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_rights

We are all citizens of Planet Earth.
We have our Rights protected globally.

https://theplanetarydao.netlify.app/

https://whimsical.com/planet-earth-dao-VK5xnYR2Ue4jLrJmHBQ5tn

Project Planetary DAO

Planet Earth DAO/Blockchain - Planet Earth Citizens (W3ID)

Wallets IDs for (People, Nations, Companies) to interact with Planet Earth.

(Global Government - Global Tax - Global Money)

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hTouBeE_ZG2doi_EVjj5Pp-J2dDP8W0xofP3fLGqXcQ/ed
it

https://showcase.ethglobal.com/roadtoweb3/interplanetary-id-system-digital-passports

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1N8Hg8cOVKPIqWlGbYozMqHU3XgCDz89jcf5ao1oCHpw/edit#
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Legal_person
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Civil_and_political_rights
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_rights
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_rights
https://theplanetarydao.netlify.app/
https://whimsical.com/planet-earth-dao-VK5xnYR2Ue4jLrJmHBQ5tn
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hTouBeE_ZG2doi_EVjj5Pp-J2dDP8W0xofP3fLGqXcQ/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hTouBeE_ZG2doi_EVjj5Pp-J2dDP8W0xofP3fLGqXcQ/edit
https://showcase.ethglobal.com/roadtoweb3/interplanetary-id-system-digital-passports


Project Twitter

Global Government - Twitter - Universal Bank

https://showcase.ethglobal.com/lfgrow/twitter-dao-global-government-02sm2

1st product: NFT Passport of Planet Earth

1st protocol: Global Taxation

https://showcase.ethglobal.com/lfgrow/twitter-dao-global-government-02sm2
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1sCKAjfS4ZzVHYJWBzoheViYg_6dt812v/edit#slide=id.g10daeac4d81_0_145
https://ipfs.fleek.co/ipfs/bafybeieulwc4rdnbz6rj6zxq3ms4prqu7ko432t5licvskfkt4cuc6u5im


White - Paper: W3ID - Planetary Citizenship - Proof-of-Unique-Human-System

Planetary Citizenship - PPTX

Web of Trust

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Global Government Political / Economy Theory

New Monetary and Fiscal Policies

-Global Monetary System
-Global Taxation Protocol

Planetary ID wallets → Decentralized Identifiers (DIDs)

 Citizens
 Companies
 Nations States

Planet Earth DAO → PEOPLE + COMPANIES + NATIONS → all in the same ledger

1st protocol Global Taxation Protocol

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Planet Earth DAO and its respective protocols,

 Planetary ID wallets →   (Planet Earth NFT Passports)
 Global Taxation Protocol

To build   → Global Government

Some core use cases of Planet Earth DAO

 Land registry
 Transparent gov spending
 Automated taxation Global Tax
 UBI

Some core use cases of Planet Earth NFT Passports

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1831upurHXgH58rNd0xJiK7QIz_ByWWvXv8T_yN6TUBQ/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1sCKAjfS4ZzVHYJWBzoheViYg_6dt812v/edit#slide=id.g10daeac4d81_0_145
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_of_trust
https://showcase.ethglobal.com/roadtoweb3/interplanetary-id-system-digital-passports
https://www.w3.org/TR/did-core/
https://ipfs.fleek.co/ipfs/bafybeiboqqadktzgtphounkcfabbui7665e6u3ffopw5enlggfqqw6tz2m
https://gitcoin.co/grants/4349/global-taxation-protocol-global-crypto-currency
https://ipfs.fleek.co/ipfs/bafybeieulwc4rdnbz6rj6zxq3ms4prqu7ko432t5licvskfkt4cuc6u5im
https://github.com/JoannaPicetti/PLANET-EARTH-DAO
https://github.com/JoannaPicetti/INTERPLANETARY-ID-SYSTEM---PLANET-EARTH-PASSPORTS/blob/main/Planet%20Earth%20Identity%20Wallet
https://github.com/JoannaPicetti/INTERPLANETARY-ID-SYSTEM---PLANET-EARTH-PASSPORTS
https://ipfs.fleek.co/ipfs/bafybeieulwc4rdnbz6rj6zxq3ms4prqu7ko432t5licvskfkt4cuc6u5im
https://github.com/JoannaPicetti/GLOBAL-GOVERNMENT-DIGITAL-ECONOMY-NEW-SOCIAL-CONTRACT-
https://ipfs.fleek.co/ipfs/bafybeieulwc4rdnbz6rj6zxq3ms4prqu7ko432t5licvskfkt4cuc6u5im
https://showcase.ethglobal.com/roadtoweb3/interplanetary-id-system-digital-passports


 Voting
 Taxation
 Border crossing
 Medical records

(or you could get a loan, or purchase a house, etc…  all you do in your Nation but worldwide)

Data Integrity prevent

 Fake news
 Campaign disinformation
 Hacking database
 Hacking the voting software

Appendix
*A digital identity wallet enables a user to establish relationships and interact with third parties in
a trusted manner. It is a piece of software, which helps you to stay in control of your messaging,
security, health records, privacy, purchases etc…

“DECENTRALIZE IDENTITIES GIVES INDIVIDUALS CONTROL OVER THEIR OWN
IDENTITY SO THAT THEY CAN DECIDE HOW THEIR PERSONAL INFORMATION IS
SHARED AND ACCESSED, ENABLING TRUSTED INTERACTIONS WHILE PRESERVING
PRIVACY. “

KEY words:  INDIVIDUALS CONTROL, ENABLING TRUSTED, SOVEREIGN INDIVIDUAL

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_integrity


Roadmap:
 Web3 ID solved. WHO WE ARE ? Solving our identity as human beings first.
 Planet Earth DAO - Institutional incorporation via smart contracts 🔗 with Ethereum.
 Bitcoin integration for budgeting 🔗 with Bitcoin Blockchain
 Distributed resource storage 🔗 with IPFS.
 🔗 with Block

📃 Universal Declaration of Human Rights:
 Article 2:
 Everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration, without

distinction of any kind, such as race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other
opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status. Furthermore, no
distinction shall be made on the basis of the political, jurisdictional or international status
of the country or territory to which a person belongs, whether it be independent, trust,
non-self-governing or under any other limitation of sovereignty.

 Article 19:
 Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this right includes freedom

to hold opinions without interference and to seek, receive and impart information and
ideas through any media and regardless of frontiers.

 Article 20:
 Everyone has the right to freedom of peaceful assembly and association.
 No one may be compelled to belong to an association.
 Article 21:
 Everyone has the right to take part in the government of his country, directly or through

freely chosen representatives.
 Everyone has the right of equal access to public service in his country.
 The will of the people shall be the basis of the authority of government; this will shall be

expressed in periodic and genuine elections which shall be by universal and equal
suffrage and shall be held by secret vote or by equivalent free voting procedures.

We stand for Sovereign governance.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



LAST VERSION: March 2022

After this world is over, "money" will never be the same again...
After this world is over, "human beings" will never be the same again...

VISION

PLANET EARTH DAO

We are raising funds in this Grant to build the 1st protocol on Planet Earth DAO --> GLOBAL
TAX PROTOCOL

"Launching a protocol is like launching a Rocket, It's a very complex system.
And more if we have to do this to solve taxation at Global Level as a starting point of
governance worldwide"

Joanna, Web6 Founder CEO/CTO of Planet Earth DAO
inktr.ee/JoannaPicetti

Joanna Picetti (twitter: @joannapicetti github: Joannapicetti). @Planetarycouncil

CONTEXT

I believe in VOLUNTARY TAXATION.... but, we have to start somewhere.

When all the transactions are transparent on the blockchain. Taxation will flow naturally.
Economy too.

Economy is about TRUST. We are decentralizing the economy.

If we rebuild TRUST and let the crypto financial system float free, the Economy will flow
naturally. No need to control.

No inflation. New Economy. Crypto Economics - Crypto Civilization.

We are building protocols for Planet Earth DAO --> to set up the foundations of the new world.
Modeling Economy.

https://ipfs.fleek.co/ipfs/bafybeiboqqadktzgtphounkcfabbui7665e6u3ffopw5enlggfqqw6tz2m
https://ipfs.fleek.co/ipfs/bafybeieulwc4rdnbz6rj6zxq3ms4prqu7ko432t5licvskfkt4cuc6u5im
https://ipfs.fleek.co/ipfs/bafybeieulwc4rdnbz6rj6zxq3ms4prqu7ko432t5licvskfkt4cuc6u5im
https://linktr.ee/JoannaPicetti
https://twitter.com/Joannapicetti
https://github.com/JoannaPicetti?tab=repositories
http://planetarycouncil.org/


We don't need external control.

We are running this GRANT13 to get the funds to launch the 1st Protocol --> "Global Taxation
Protocol".

In parallel, I am working on Global Money.

Planning the merge between ETH + BTC

NEW POLITICAL ECONOMY THEORY -->. NEW MODEL OF TRUST & GOVERNANCE

CRYPTOECONOMICS - CRYPTO MONETARY/FISCAL POLICIES.

Money does not belong to the states.
Government is us. We the people.
We can solve our biggest problems in the world together.
We can govern our Planet together.

I built the structure→ PLANET EARTH DAO

 to allow 8 billion people to add value to the Planet Earth.
 To work for the Planet Earth, to be paid by the Planet Earth, to get Recognition tokens

for the value we are adding to our world.

Planet Earth Dao → is the space where individuals or teams of people come and cooperate
spontaneously to make the world work for 100% of Humanity through a Global Government.

(Making the planet better for 100% of Humanity )

This Grant 13 is specifically to build the 1st Step:

GLOBAL TAX PROTOCOL —> The infrastructure to collect the global money and to allocate in
our Planet Earth DAO.

We are living in a time where we need GENEROSITY —> what kind of Institutions we need to
put together to fix the biggest issues on the planet ?

We are moving → Business, Governments, & international NGOs to Crypto and Blockchain.
→ and of course, we the people will govern our Planet together.

https://ipfs.fleek.co/ipfs/bafybeiboqqadktzgtphounkcfabbui7665e6u3ffopw5enlggfqqw6tz2m
https://ipfs.fleek.co/ipfs/bafybeieulwc4rdnbz6rj6zxq3ms4prqu7ko432t5licvskfkt4cuc6u5im


We are putting → PEOPLE + COMPANIES + NATIONS --> In the same ledger --> Planet Earth
DAO

The Solution is cooperating, rebuilding trust with each other, and to create altogether a better
world where every kid, every human can flourish. <3

We are solving Lack of Trust

Economy is about TRUST --> So, let's start trusting the people, trusting stakeholders, trusting
machines.

If we rebuild TRUST, we can let the crypto financial system float free, the Economy will flow
naturally.

No need to be control by states, not need to be control by central banks.

Global Taxation Protocol
Solving taxation at Global level - collecting Global Money to build New Model of Government for
the entire world.

Solving Climate Change → Carbon TAX

A common problem on the planet is the higher amount of taxes we have to pay. (Almost 50%) in
all the Nations States, and we do not have the chance to vote where do we want our taxes to
go..?

Imagine if we can allocate this amount in Planet Earth DAO→ Space where everyone of us can
decide and vote which big problem of the world we want to solve → Climate Change or
Economy Inequality (Just to mention some)

https://github.com/JoannaPicetti/PLANET-EARTH-DAO
https://github.com/JoannaPicetti/PLANET-EARTH-DAO
https://ourworldindata.org/trust
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbon_tax


Do you think Elon is not going to support us..?
Of course YES, and of course he will prefer to allocate his taxes in our Planet to decide
altogether how we want to fix the planet, as any of us would like.

And look at Jack's last post,

Nation States are not controlling our money any more. It Depends on us.

Let’s hack the planet
Let’s fork the system
Money does not belong to the states

We can totally do better than Nation States.

After this world is over, "money" will never be the same again...

ETHEREUM PROBLEMS

#1 BIG PROBLEM  --> SCALABILITY (Blockchain Trilemma)

https://www.ledger.com/academy/what-is-the-blockchain-trilemma


→ Ethereum is left behind.

Proof of Stake is inherently a Plutocracy that makes the rich richer.
I prefer Democracy - Digital Democracy

Ethereum Blockchain has NO personhood, so you can't have 1 person = 1 vote.
You can have 1 unit of money = 1 vote. Which is Plutocracy not democracy.

Ethereum Blockchain just blindly executes rules.
The rules (that are effectively a monetary policy) are still written and approved by people, but
these people aren't elected officials, but an oligarchy of developers and plutocracy of miners.
And with Proof of Stake, the same happens with validators. POS is terrible.

Anybody who has capital to do so<< can turn that capital into influence (through staking or
mining).That is the definition of plutocracy. If it wasn't anyone, we'd be talking about aristocracy..

Blockchain is the best invention ever since the internet. (It has existed for 13 years) -->Yes

But we have to move forward & fast → We don’t have time to waste
→ because of that I built Planet Earth DAO & a PERSONHOOD blockchain mechanism for 8
billions people.

#2 PROBLEM -->  STAKES ARE SO HIGH

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plutocracy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plutocracy


Please, wake up!!

We have Web3, we have blockchain...

We the people want to Act, we want to be responsible...

What about in the context of human rights?... only rich people can be validators?...can be part?

We can not afford it....

So because of that I built a blockchain Proof of Personhood for 8 billion people on Planet Earth
DAO.

Let's start taking care of people.
Let's put the power in people.
Keep the agency in the users, not in the platforms.

#3 PROBLEM  --> High Gas-fees



Hey guys, I love Ethereum, but...

Are you conscious that only rich people can afford it?...

Where this high Gas-fees per Crypto transaction go?...

We can totally replace it with a Global Tax that would be allocated in a Global Sovereign Fund in
a Planet Earth DAO.

Users instead of paying Gas-fees will be directly contributing to the Global Sovereign Fund.

The benefit is that all users can vote and take a decision where they want to allocate their taxes:
(Infrastructure, Global South… Building cities... where?...Floating cities, Space cities... Cities on
Mars.... Venus Project, Crypto villages, Crypto co-ops, Neighborhood DAOs...)

We are recording 10% of every Crypto transaction that could be allocated in this Global
Sovereign Fund and redistributed better.

We can discuss this in the Planetary Council --> Everyone is very welcome

SO, LET'S MOVE OUR BUILDINGS IN ETH TO THE ENTIRE PLANET EARTH --> Let's make
it PLANETARY

Let's unite ETH + BTC

Check out this article, Bitcoin Was Made for This Moment. So Why Isn’t It Booming?

More than ever we have to merge BTC + ETH → Let’s show the PLANET EARTH how we
UNIFY

This is how BTC can do better.

Let's be the example to UNIFY the entire PLANET EARTH as a whole.

CRYPTO people will solve this WAR.

https://www.thevenusproject.com/
https://planetarycouncil.org/
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/03/11/technology/bitcoin-ukraine-russia-roose.html


Why this matters?

Solving this challenge unlocks a world of unprecedented possibilities.

Solving taxation at the Global level on the entire Planet Earth allows us to rebuild TRUST
together and to track in a transparent way all the transactions of the Global Money. --> Big
Problem we are solving is distrust.

We allocate all these taxes in a Global Sovereign Fund in the → Planet Earth DAO

So then we can redistribute the FUNDS between Nations, Regions, Cities, and the Planet Earth.

Even people can vote through quadratic voting where they want their taxes GO.

We use Harberger Tax model →  it reduces the prevalence of monopolies that exclude society
from an asset's wealth generating capabilities.

We are putting government spendings on the blockchain → business between the Private
Sector & Governments will be TRANSPARENT.

We are rebuilding TRUST.

In how many eras are we in this moment of deliberation times?

The First Age of Enlightenment arose as a result of the separation of church and state.
The Second Age of Enlightenment will arise NOW, as a result of the separation of money and
state.

What kind of economy do we want for ourselves?

Can we do a peaceful transition of power to the people?

We are in the middle of an Identity Crisis

This is a moment in time where we have to think HOW WE WANT TO LIVE TOGETHER ?

OUR IDENTITY ?

In Families, in Nations and Worldwide....

We are in a moment where we can change the Planet for good.

It’s totally possible (Now in the middle of the WAR) to solve big problems in our Planet.

https://github.com/JoannaPicetti/PLANET-EARTH-DAO
https://www.radicalxchange.org/concepts/quadratic-voting/
https://academic.oup.com/jla/article/9/1/51/3572441


Crisis is an opportunity.

Even the most hard problems we are facing now.

Take one;

Climate Change,

Just think how we can change the world for better within the next 5 years, 10 years, 20 years,
imagine this.

Sorry for writing so long, but I need you, none can do this alone...

Why do I need help?

I have to build the Global Taxation Protocol. This means technical standards and caring for
people's privacy. We can not make mistakes. Security and encryption is so important.
Main goal is to give to the stakeholders: ( Private Sector + Public Sector + Planetary Citizens )
the security they need to start building TRUST altogether.

LAUNCHING A PROTOCOL IS LIKE LAUNCHING A ROCKET, IT'S A VERY COMPLEX
SYSTEM

AND MORE IF WE HAVE TO DO THIS TO SOLVE TAXATION AT GLOBAL LEVEL AS A
STARTING POINT OF GOVERNANCE WORLDWIDE.

There are several stakeholders who may support us in the long-term.
What we need right now is a strong initial push to launch this Rocket. To build the team, to hire
Engineers and a Technological HUB to build the protocol infrastructure as soon as possible.

We need the support of Web3 funds and also the VCs and also the big corporations and the
people...

We are all in this together !!!

As you know, we as Web3 founders have to be system- thinkers.
We have to be more deliberate with the design since the ONSET.

Because once a protocol is launched, you know, it’s much harder to put sugar in the cake when
it's baked.



So, we have one opportunity to launch it and there's no going back. We can not improvise and
we can not make any mistakes. We are building this for our PLANET --> Let's move to
Planetization.

I realized that I had to think systematically from the beginning.

Because of this I built

PLANET EARTH DAO →To allocate the taxes in a Global Sovereign Wealth Funds and to solve
Inequality & Climate Change.

Interplanetary ID system → To start selling first product → Planet Earth Passports -->
Decentralize Identities to take ownership of our DATA, to be responsible planetary citizens.
self-sovereign identity (SSI)

I built open source, working hard, working live.

Forks and feedback are very welcome.

Let's build our Global Government together.

We are also talking about Democracy, POWER.

Can we think in a new peaceful transition of power ? To the people ?

To create a unique planetary opportunity where every kid and human being could have access
to billionaire levels of wealth.

We want a society with 8 billion with their own devices, all of us, not only the ones who have
access.

AFRICAN people don't have devices, what is the future for them?

WHAT OUR STANDING IS IN THIS WORLD?

If we don't do a peaceful transfer of POWER....What are we talking about?

What are we talking about in the world?...

What about democracy?...

CITY & WORLDWIDE. (Individual and collective)

What are we talking about in the world about democracy?

https://ipfs.fleek.co/ipfs/bafybeiboqqadktzgtphounkcfabbui7665e6u3ffopw5enlggfqqw6tz2m
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Self-sovereign_identity
https://github.com/JoannaPicetti/GLOBAL-GOVERNMENT-DIGITAL-ECONOMY-NEW-SOCIAL-CONTRACT-


We are just now thinking about it, also about races, multiculturalism, Ethnicity.

So many races were marginalized in the past.

I am Latina,

When I had to fill in diversity and inclusion forms.

Latin did not appear, Just now it appears...

It was taken for granted that US was the owner of all Latin American countries...

Just think about DICTATORSHIPS (1970- 1990) in Latinoamerica.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Condor

ENDEMIC RACISM

We are not having a 90’ super happy welfare, what came after dictatorships.

We are talking about Multiculturalism.

We include people, all races worldwide or not?

What kind of a ECONOMY we want for ourselves ??

DILEMMAS:

We couldn’t transcend covid  without a desire for better health care.

We couldn’t transcend covid without a desire to bring down plutocracy.

WE CAN UNDERSTAND PLUTOCRACY

I SEE A POSSIBILITY THAT CLIMATE CHANGE HELP US TO UNDERSTAND THIS AND TO
FIX IT ALTOGETHER

Why do I explain this?

Because we really need to act collectively to get a great amount of FUNDS to build this Rocket

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Condor


→ We are building this for people
→ We are saving lives
→ We are solving poverty
→ We are solving inequality
→ We are solving Climate Change

No place to mistakes

We need a great amount to build PLANET EARTH DAO and all the Protocols we need there, as
we know the market for senior engineers is not easy and is super expensive, and imagine hiring
an entire Technical HUB or a big company to build the Global Taxation Protocol and the future
Protocols we will need to build.

We are asking for your support so that we can increase the amount set aside to do what we
have to do, stand for our Planet, stand for the people who need this infrastructure to start
exercising their power, to be listened to, to express their complaints and to receive feedback.

WE HAVE TO STAND FOR HUMAN RIGHTS !!!!

This will increase our chances of finding the right people, the right HUB, the right companies
who will be able to commit full time and to build the most secure and safe Taxation Protocol for
the entire Planet Earth and for all the people on this planet.

Global Taxation Protocol will be launched as soon as possible. We do not have time to waste.

We need you, please support this project.

Thank you so much to our supporters from previous GitCoin Grant rounds. We continue to be
self-funded through grants and personal resources.

Let’s build together a new world, Let's build together the CRYPTO-ECONOMICS → The Digital
Economy - New Policies for our Planet. And let's win this WAR, WE THE PEOPLE.

Crypto is not enough, we need politics.

TIME TO ACT ON DIGITAL TAXATION AND, A GLOBAL MINIMAL EFFECTIVE TAX FIRST.
The foundation of the Global Governance - Global Money
Ref. Henry George

Progress and Update
Summer 2021 - Winter 2021/2022

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henry_George


You can check my other Grants → All related
https://gitcoin.co/grants/3610/planetary-council-global-digital-jurisdiction
https://gitcoin.co/grants/2955/joanna-picetti-global-government-digital-economy-

Final comments:

Imagine this: (Year 2030)

++++ voluntary tax the only fair way.

++++ NEGATIVE TAX

NEGATIVE TAX ----> you invest in a country, country pays you

UK coin, Argentina coin, US coin, Estonia coin......

https://gitcoin.co/grants/3610/planetary-council-global-digital-jurisdiction
https://gitcoin.co/grants/2955/joanna-picetti-global-government-digital-economy-

